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Abst rac t - -We present new interval oscillation criteria for certain classes of second-order nonlinear 
perturbed ifferential equations which are based on the information only on a sequence ofsubintervals 
of [t0,oo), rather than on the whole hMf-line. Our results are sharper than those known in the 
literature and deal with the cases which are not covered by the known criteria. In particular, our  
results can be applied to extreme cases uch as foo q(s) ds --= -oo. Finally, two examples which dwell 
upon the sharpness of the conditions of our results are also illustrated. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords - - In terva l  criteria, Oscillation, Perturbed, Integral averaging technique. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall discuss the oscillatory behavior of solutions of the second-order nonlinear 
differential equation 
(~(t)y'(t))' + p(t)y'(t) + Q(t, y(t)) = P(t, y(t), y'(t)), (11) 
on the half-line I = [to, c~). In what follows with respect o (1.1), we shall assume that 
(H1) the function p : I ~ ~ = ( -co,  oc) is continuous, and 1/r  E Lioc(I,]R) the set of real- 
valued locally integrable functions on I, and r > 0, a.e., on I, and 
(H2) the functions Q : I × R -~ IR, P : I x ]R 2 --* ]R are continuous and such that for y # 0, 
Q(t,y) > q(t)fl(y) and P(t,y,y') <_ h(t)f~(y)g(y'), 
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where q C Lloc(I, 1~), h : f ~ ]~+ = (0, c~), and fl, f2 : ]~ --* R are continuous functions uch 
that 
(i) y£(y) > 0 and yf2(y) >_ 0 for y ¢ 0, and 
(ii) 0 < g(y') < Co for some constant Co. 
We recall that a function y : [to, tl) ~ ~, tl > to is called a solution of (1.1) if y(t) satisfies (1.1) 
for all t e [to,t1). In the sequel it will always be assumed that solutions of (1.1) exist for any 
to >_ 0. A solution y(t) of (1.1) is called oscillatory if it has arbitrary large zeros, otherwise it is 
called nonoscillatory. 
The oscillation of (1.1) and for its particular cases such as the linear equation 
the nonlinear equation 
y" (t) + q(t)y(t) = 0, (1.2) 
[r(t)y'(t)]' + q(t)f(y(t)) = 0, (1.3) 
and the nonlinear equation with damping term 
[r(t)y'(t)]' + p(t)y'(t) + q(t)f(y(t)) = 0, (1.4) 
has been discussed by numerous authors by several different methods (see the papers [1-29] 
and the references therein). An important ool in the study of oscillatory behavior of equa- 
tions (1.1)-(1.4) is the averaging technique which goes back as far as the classical results of 
Wintner [25] and Hartman [15] providing sufficient conditions for the oscillation of (1.2). The 
result of Wintner was improved by Kamenev [17], and extensions of Kamenev's criterion have 
been obtained for (1.2) by Philos [23], whereas for (1.3) by Li [19]. For (1.4) the results of Philos 
have been extended by Grace [8], and Grace's results have been refined recently by Li et al. [22], 
and for equation (1.1) by Rogovchenko [24]. 
From the Sturm separation theorem it is clear that the oscillation of (1.2) is only an interval 
property, i.e., if there exists a sequence of subintervals [a~, bi] of I, where ai --~ c~ such that for 
each i there exists a solution of (1.2) that has at least two zeros in [a~, b~], then every solution 
of (1.2) is oscillatory. Based on this observation, in 1993, E1-Sayed [7] established an interesting 
'interval criterion' for the oscillation of the second-order forced equation 
(r(t)y'(t))' + q(t)y(t )  = p(t) ,  (1.5) 
however, his result is not very sharp, because acomparison with equations of constant coefficients 
is used in the proof. In 1997, Huang [16] presented interval criteria for the oscillation and 
nonoscillation of the second-order linear differential equation (1.2) when q(t) >__ 0 for t E I. In 
1999, Kong [18] employed the technique of Philos [23] for second-order linear differential equation 
(r(t)y'(t))' + q(t)y(t) = 0, (1.6) 
and presented several interval oscillation criteria which involve Kamenev's type condition. Ex- 
tensions of Kong's criteria for equations (1.3) and (1.4) are available in [20,21]. Motivated by the 
ideas of E1-Sayed [7], Kong [18] and Li and Agarwal [20,21], in this paper, by employing ener- 
alized Riccati techniques [19,24], we shall present several new interval criteria for the oscillation 
of (1.1), i.e., criteria which involve the behavior of (1.1) (or of r, p, P, and Q) only on a sequence 
of subintervals of I. Our results involve Kamenev's type condition and improve and extend the 
results of [7,16-18,20,21,23,24,29]. Two examples which dwell upon the sharpness of the condi- 
tions in our results are also illustrated. Finally, we remark that in [1-17,19-29], restrictions on 
the functions q and r such as q are continuous, and r(t) > 0 for t > to have been imposed which 
restrict he applicability of the results (see examples in Section 5). An important contribution of 
our study is that we shall dispense with these conditions. 
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We say that a function H = H(t, s) belongs to a class of functions X, denoted by H E X, if 
H E C(D, R+), where D = {(t, s) : -oc < s < t < oc}, which satisfies 
H(t,t)=O, Hit ,s)>O, fo r t>s ,  (1.7) 
OH and OH and has partial derivatives --ST ~ on D such that 
OH = hl(t,s)H(t,s)l/2 ' OH _ h2(t,s)H(t,s)l/2 ' (1.8) 
Ot Os 
where hi, h2 ~ Lloc(D,R). 
2. OSCILLAT ION RESULTS FOR SMOOTH fl(Y) 
In what follows, we shall assume that the following condition holds: 
(H3) f~(y) > # > 0 and f2(Y) < k, for y # 0, where k > 0. (2.1) 
- f l(y) - - 
The following lemmas play a fundamental role in establishing oscillation criteria for (1.1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Assumptions (H1)-(H3) hold, and let y be a solution of(1.1) such that y(t) > 0 
on [c,b). For anyv C CI( I ,R +) let 
~(t) = ~(t) ~(t)y'(t) (2.2) 
f l (y ( t ) )  ' 
on [c, b). Then, for any H E X, 
H(b, s)v(s)[q(s) - Cokh(s)] ds < H(b, c)u(c) + ~ r(s)v(s) 
(2.3) 
× [h~(b, ~) + t~(~) - - -~]  
PROOF.  F rom (I.I) and  (2.2), we  have  for s E [c, b), 
1~ v(t) ~(y(t)) u2(t ~ _ (p(t) v'(t) ~ u(t). (2.4) ut(t) f ) )P(t ,y(t) ,y '(t)) -  fl(y(t))Q(t,y(t)) r(t)v(t) ~" \r(t)  v(t) ) 
In view of (H2) and (H3) the above equality gives 
u ' ( t )+v( t ) [q ( t ) -C°kh( t ) ]+~ u2(t)+(p(t)\~(t) v'(t))  - (2.5) 
Multiplying (2.5) by H(t, s) and integrating the resulting inequality with respect o s from c to t 
for t E [c, b), and using (1.7) and (1.8), we get 
t H ( t, s)v( s) [q( s) - C0kh(~)] ds 
< - H(t, s)u'(s) ds - H(t, s ) ~  ds - H(t, s) u(s) ds 
- F(s) ~(~) J t{ 
= H(t,c)u(c) - / V ~u(s )  
+ ~ \~(~) 
1 r(s)v(s) h2(t, s) + \r(s) 
~'(s) }2 
vis/) ] ds 
ds 
~(s) J 
< H(t,c)u(c) +-~-fi~ r(s)v(s) h2(t,s) + \r(s) ~(s) ) ~ ds. 
Now, letting t --* b- in the above inequality, we obtain (2.3). 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let Assumptions (H1)-(H3) hold, and let y be a solution of (1.1) such that y(t) > 0 
on (a,~]. Fo~ any ~ e C~(I,~t +) let ~(t) be de~ned by (2.2) on (~, ~]. T~en, ~or any H • X, 
J: H(s, a)v(s)[q(s) - Cokh(s)] ds < -H(c, a)u(c) + ~ r(s)v(s) 
(2.6) 
\r(s) ~(~) ] ~ j  X ds. 
PROOF. As in Lemma 2.1, we multiply (2.5) by H(s, t), integrate the resulting inequMity with 
respect o s from c to t for t • (a, c], and use (1.7) and (1.8) to obtain 
H(s, t)v(s)[q(s) - Cokh(s)] ds < - H(s, t)u'(s) ds 
U(S) ds 
\r(s) v(s) / v~s)r[s) 
= -H(c,t)u(c) 
- - - r ( s )v (s )  h , (s , t ) -  ~ } ds 
~(s)~(~) 2v~ \~(s) ~(s) ] 
1 r(s)v(s) h, (s , t ) -  \r(s) v(s) ds. < -g(c,  t)u(c) + 
Now, letting t --+ a + in the above inequality, we obtain (2.6). | 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold, and let for some c • (a, b) and t'or some H • X, 
v • C~(I,~t+), 
1 H(s, a)v(s)[q(s) - Cokh(s)] ds + H(b, c'---~ H(b, s)v(s)[q(s) - Cokh(s)] ds H(c, a) 
1 ~ r(s)v(s) hl(s,a)-  \r(s) ~(s)] ds >-- 4pH(c,a) (p(s) v' ~ 
1 Jc r(s)v(s) h2(b,s) + \r(s) ~(s)] ~ ds. 
(2.7) 
1 r ( s )v (s )  h i ( s ,  a) - k r ( s )  
< 4.H(c,a) (p(s) 
-t 4#g(b,c) r(s)v(s) h2(b,s) + \r(s) 
which contradicts assumption (2.7). 
v(s) / ds 
v'(s) 
Then, every solution of (1.1) has at least one zero in (a, b). 
PROOF. Suppose the contrary. Then, without loss of generality we may assume that there is 
a solution y of (1.1) such that y(t) > 0-for t E ( a, b). From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we find that 
both (2.3) and (2.6) hold. Dividing (2.3) and (2.6) by H(b, c) and H(c, a), respectively, and then 
adding them, we obtain 
H(c, a) H(s, a)v(s)[q(s) - Cokh(s)] ds + H(b, c) H(b, s)v(s)[q(s) - Cokh(s)] ds 
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THEOREM 2.2. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold. If there exist H e X, v C CI(I,  R+), and increas- 
ing divergent sequences of positive numbers {an}, {b,~}, and {ca} such that to ~_ an < Cn < bn, 
and (2.7) holds with a, b, c replaced by an, bn, ca, then every solution of (1.1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. From Theorem 2.1 every solution y of (1.1) has at least one zero tn E (as, b~). Since 
bn > tn > a,~ >_ to, n E N, it follows that every solution has arbitrary large zeros. Thus, every 
solution of (1.1) is oscillatory. | 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold. I f  
limsupt~ jf  {H(s, l)~(,)(q(s) - Cokh(s)) 
(2.8) __ +r(s)V(8) (hi(s,1)_ Cp(s ) vt(8)~ )2} t r(=) ~ ) ~  d=>O, 
and 
limsupt_.oo J~ft { H(t, s)v(s)(q(s) - Cokh(s)) 
(2.9) 
tr(8) ~(s)) ~ d8 > 0, 
for some H E X, v E CI(I, •+), and for each l > to, then every solution of (1.1) is oscillatory. 




~__#r(8)v(s) (hl(8, a)_ (p(s) v'(s) 21 \~(8) v(8)) ~ )  d~>0. 
Next, in (2.9) choose 1 = c. Then, there exists a b > e such that 
Lb[H(b,s)v(s)[q(s)-Cokh(s)]  
(2.11) 
- r(s)v(s) h2(b,s) + \ r (s)  v(s) ] ~ ds > O. 
Combining (2.10) and (2.11), we obtain (2.7). The conclusion ow follows from Theorem 2.2. i 
For the case when H := H(t - s) E X, we have hl(t - s) = h2(t - s), and we denote them by 
h(t - s). The subclass of X containing such H(t - s) is denoted by X0. Applying Theorem 2.2 
to Xo, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold. If for each T > to there exist H c Xo, v E 
Cl([to, c~),~+), and a,c C ]~ such that T < a < c, and 
f c H(s - a)[v(s)(q(s) - + v(2c - s)(q(2c - s) - Cokh(2c -Cokh(s)) 8))] ds if° > 4-~ [r(s)v(s) + r(2c - s)v(2e - s)Jh2(s - a) ds 
2# [r(2c - s)v'(2e - s) - p(2c - s)v(2c - s) (2.12) 
l f ° [~ (p(~) ~'(s)5 ~ -r(s)v'(s)  + p(s)v(s)lh(s - a )v / - f f~-  a) ds + ~ (s)v(s) \ r (s )  (s) ] 
+r(2c - s)v(2c - s) \ r (2c - s) v(2c - s) . ]  J H(s - a) ds, 
then every soIution of (1.1) is oscillatory. 
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PROOF. Let b = 2c - a. Then, H(b - c) = H(c - a) = H((b - a)/2), and for any w 6 L[a, b], 
we have f :  w(s)ds  = f2 w(2c -  s)ds. Hence, f :  H (b -  s )w(s)ds  = f2 H(s  - a )w(2c -  s)ds. 
Thus, (2.12) implies that (2.7) holds for H E Xo, v • C I ( I ,R+) ,  and therefore very solution 
of (1.1) is oscillatory by Theorem 2.2. | 
The above oscillation criteria with different choices of H(t, s) give different sets of sufficient 
conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of (1.1). For example, the choice H(t, s) = (t - s) ~, 
t > s > to where A > 1 is a constant leads to the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold. Then, every solution of (1.1) is oscillatory 
provided for each l _> to and for some A > 1 there exists a function v • C I ( I ,R  +) such that the 
following two inequalities hold: 
1 ( s -  l) ~ v(s)(q(s) - Cokh(s)) - r(s)v(s) (s--- l) r(s) lims3p - -+7~2 es>0 
and 
limsupljt [ ~ ( A ~-~ ~ ( t -  s) x v(s)(q(s) - Cokh(s)) - ~(s)~(s) ~ + - -  r(s) v(s) ) j ~s > o. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.3. | 
Now, we define R(t) = fit ds -57, t > l > to, and let H(t, s) = [R(t) - /{(s)]  ;~, t >_ to, where A > 1 
is constant. 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold, and limt--,~ IR(t) = ce. Then, every solution 
of (1.1) is osci1Iatory provided for each l > to and for some 1 > 1 the following two inequalities 
hold: 
limsup i ~ ., r l t [R (s )  _ R(l)]a I'/q(s)- Cokh(s )  
t-.oo R~-I(~) J1 k 
p2(s) ] A 2 
4~-Ph-(~)J ~s > 4(~-  1-------7 (2.13) 
and 
limsup u J ~ [ t--.oo R>'-l(t) JR(t)- R(s)] ~ q(s) - Cokh(s )  p2(s ) ] ~2 4/.tr(s) ds > 4(A - 1------~" (2.14) 
PROOF. Let v(t) -- 1. Then, we have 
hi(t, s) = A[R(t) - R(s)l (~'-2)/2 1 
r(t) 
and h2(t,s) =A[R( t ) -R (s ) ]  (~-2)/2 1 
r(s)" 
Since 
j t  / t  1 A 2 
r(s)h~(s, l) ds = r(s)A2[R(s) - R(/)]~-2 r- ~ ds = ~-L--~[R(t) - R(/)] ~-1 
and 
it ~t 1 A 2 
r(s)h2(t, s) ds = r(s)A~[R(t) - R(s)]~-2r-~(s) ds = ~-L-~[R(t) - R(/)] ~-1, 
in view of limt--,oo R(t) = c~, it follows that 
lira 1 ~t  A2 
t--,o~ 4/~R;~-1 (t) r(s)h~(s, l) ds - 4#(.k - 1) (2.15) 
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and 
lim 1 ~t  t -~  4#Rl- l ( t )  r(s)h~(t, s) ds - 
Now, from (2.13) and (2.15), we have 
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4#(~ - 1)' (2.16) 
=limsup l{ j t  
t-.co R;~-l(t) [R(s) - R(l)]X(q(s) - Cokh(s))ds 
1 t 1 ~it p2(s ) _R(l)]Xds} +R~-1(t---~f p(s) _ R(0I~_ld s2~--i~(~) jR(s) R~-l(t) ~[R(s )  
- l im I Jt~ t~¢~ RX-l(t) r(s)h~(s, l) ds 
= limsup 1 ~t{ ( ) ~_~ R~-~(t) JR(s) - R(0] x q(s) - C0kh(s) v2(s) 
~t p(s) } 4#(A'~2 + ~[R(s )  - R(/)] x-1 ds _ 1) > 0, 
i.e., (2.8) holds. Similarly, (2.14) and (2.16) imply that (2.9) holds. Thus, by Theorem 2.3 every 
solution of (1.1) is oscillatory. | 
We remark that when r(t) - 1, p(t) = 0, and Q(t,y(t)) = q(t)y(t), Theorem 2.5 reduces to 
Theorem 2.3 of [18]. 
3. OSCILLAT ION RESULTS FOR NONSMOOTH fl(Y) 
Here, we shall discuss the oscillation of (1.1) when the function fl(Y) has no continuous deriva- 
tive. In what follows, we shall assume that q(t) > 0 for t > to, and the following condition 
holds: 
(H3') f1(Y) 2 #0 > 0, and f2(Y) < ko, for y ¢ 0, where #0, k0 are constants. (3.1) 
Y Y 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Assumptions (H1), (H2), and (H3') hold, and let y be a solution of (1.1) such 
that y(t) > 0 on [c,b). For any v E CI( I ,R  +) let 
~(t) ,.,r(t)V(t) (3.2) : v(r) ~(~ , 
on [c, b). Then, for any H E X, 
f b H(b, s )~(~)[ ,0q(~)  - C0k0h(~)] d~ 
(3.3) 
1 [j~ r(s)v(s) h2(b,s) + < H(b,c)~(c) + ~ \r(~) ~/  d~. 
PROOF. From (1.1) and (3.2), we have for s C [c, b), 
~ 1 w2( t )_ [p( t )  v'(t)) 
w'(t) = P(t,y(t),y'(t)) - Q(t,y(t)) r(t)v(t) \r(t)  v(t) w(t). (3.4) 
In view of (H2) and (H3'), the above equality gives 
(p(t) v'(t) ~ w(t) <<_ O. (3.5) w'(t) + v(t)[#oq(t) - Cokoh(t)] + w2(t) + \r(t)  v(t) f 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1. | 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let Assumptions (H1), (H2), and (H3') hold, and let y be a solution of (1.1) such 
that y(t) > 0 on (a,c]. For any v e CI (S ,~ +) let w(t) be detTned by (3.2) on (a,c]. Then, for 
any H C X, 
L ~ a)v(s)[#oq(s) - Cokoh(s)] H(s, ds 
1 r(s)v(s) h l ( s ,a ) -  \r(s) ~(s)]  ds. < -H(c,  a)w(c) + -~ 
We shall now state results which are similar to those established in Section 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that (!-I1), (HI), and (H3') hold, and for some c E (a, b) and for some 
H c X,  v e C~(I,~t+), 
H(e, a) H(s, a)v(s)[.oq(s) - Cokoh(s)] ds 
1 b 
+ ~  f~ H(b, s)v(s)[~oq(s) - Cokoh(s)] ds 
-> 4H(c,a)  r(s)v(s) h l ( s ,a ) -  \r(s)  
, [ 
-~ 4H(b, c~ r(s)v(s) hl(b, s) + \r(s) 
~'(s)h ]~ ~(~) ) ~ d= 
v( s) , ]  ds. 
(3.6) 
Then, every solution of (1.1) has at least one zero in (a, b). 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that (HI), (I-12), and (1-13') hold. If for each T >_ to there exist H 6 X, 
v e c 1(s, ~+), and incre~ing divergent sequences of positive numbers {an), {bn), and {ca) such 
that to <_ an < cn < bn and (3.6) holds with a, b, e replaced by an, bn, an, then every solution 
of (i.I) is oscillatory. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that (H1), (HI), and (1-13') hold. If 
limsup,~ J f* [H(=, 0~(=)[~oq(=) - Cokoh(=)] 
_ l_:4r(s)v(s ) h i (s ,1)-  ~ ds > O, 
and 
[[ lim~up H(t, s)v(s)[.oq(s) - Cokoh(s)] 
(hl(t,=) + (p(t) v'(t) ~ ~)  2] ds > O, lr(=)~(=) \r(t) ~(t)  
for some H C X, v E C~(I,]R+), and for each l > to, then every solution of (1.1) is oscillatory. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that (HI), (H2), and (H3') hold. I f  for each T >_ to there ex/st H E Xo, 
v E Cl([to, oo),]~+), and a,c C ]~ such that T < a < c and 
L ¢ H(s - a)[v(s)(tzoq(s) - Cokoh(s)  + v(2c - s)(#oq(lc - s) - Cokoh(lc - s))] ds 
>_ ~ [r(s)v(s) + r(2e - s)v(2c - s)]h2(s - a) ds 
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_ !  [ r (2c-  s)v'(2c - s) - p (2c -  s)v(2c - s) 
2 
-r(~)v(~) + p(~)~(s)ih(~ - a ) f -HT-  a)d~ + ~ __ \r(s) .(~) 
+~(:~- s )~( :~-  s) \ r (2c -  s) v(2~ - ~) ] j H(~ - a) d~, 
then every solution of (1.1) is oscillatory. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Assume that (H1), (H2), and (H3') hold. Then, every solution of (1.1) is 
oscillatory provided for each l > to and for some A > 1 there exists a function v E CI ( I ,R  +) 
such that the following two inequalities hold: 
1; [ litmsup ~ (s - l)x v(s ) (~oq(s )  - Cokoh(s) )  
(~:  z) ~(~ + v(~) ) j d~ > 0, 
and 
litmsup ~ (t - s) ~' v (s ) ( .oq(s )  - Cokoh(s) )  
+ ~(=~ ,,(=) / j e= > o. 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume that (dl),  (H2), and (H3') hold, and limt--,oo R(t) = oo. Then, every 
solution of (1.1) is oscillatory provided for each l >_ to and for some A > 1 the following two 
inequalities hold: 
limsup R),_ , [R(s) - _R(/)] x #oq(s) - Cokoh(s) - 4-~(s)J ds > 4(A 1--------~ ~--,o~ ( t )  - ' 
and ' / '  ( limt_~oosup R~_l(t ) JR(t) - R(s)] x #oq(s) - Cokoh(s) - p2(s)4r(s) ] ~ ds > 4(~2- 1-------~" 
4. FURTHER RESULTS 
Here, we shall employ other generalized Riccati transformations to obtain sharp oscillation 
criteria for (1.1). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Assumptions (H1)-(H3) hold, and let y be a solution of (l.1) such that y(t) > 0 
on [e, b). For any ~ E C1(I ,~ +) let 
~,(t) = v(t)r(~) { s,(~(t))Y'(t) + ~(t)} , (4.1) 
on [c, b). Then, for any H E X, 
H(b, s)¢(s)ds < H(b, c)u(c) + ~ r(s)v(s) h2(b, s) + ~ ds, (4.2) 
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where v(t) = exp(-2# f t  5(s) ds) and 
¢(t) = v(t) [q(t) - Cokh(t) -p(t)a(t) + #r(t)52 (t) - (r(t)5(t) '] . 
PROOF.  F rom (1.1), (4.1), (H2), and (H3), we  have for s E [c, b), 
u'(t) < -2,a(t)~(t) + fl ))P(t,y(t),y'(t)) kUs))Q(t,y(t)),_, 
(4.3) 
P(t) u(t) + v(t)p(t)5(t) + 2#5(t)u(t) - #r(t)v(t)52(t) + v(t)[r(t)5(t)]', r(t~v(t) u2(t) - r(t) 
and hence, 
P(t) u(t~ u'(t) + ¢(t) + ~u2( t )  + < O. (4.4) 
( ) ( )  ~(t) ' ' -  
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1. | 
LEMMA 4.2. Let Assumptions (H1)-(H3) hold, and let y be a solution of (1.1) such that y(t) > 0 
on (a, el. For any 6 6 C 1 (I, ]~+), let u(t) be defined by (4.I) on (a, el. Then, for any H 6 X, 
/ c  1 / r(s)v(s) h l ( s ,a ) -  ds, (4.5) H(s, a)¢(s) ds < -H(c,  a)u(e) + 
where v(t) and ¢(t) are denned in Lemma 4.1. 
The following results are similar to those presented in Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold and for some c 6 (a, b) and for some H E X,  
5 e C~(I,I~+), 
1 /~ 1 /~ 
H(e, a) H(s, a)¢(s) ds + H(b, c-------) H(b, s)¢(s) ds 
1 / r(s)v(s) h l ( s ,a ) -  ds (4.6) 
>- 4M/(c, a) 
[ -~ 4#H(b, c) r(s)v(s) h2(b, s) ± ~(s) ds, 
where v(t) and ¢(t) are defined in Lemma 4.1. Then, every solution of (1.1) has at 1east one zero 
in (a, b). 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold. If for each T > to there exist H E X, 5 e 
CI(I,R+), and increasing divergent sequences of positive numbers {a,~}, {b,~}, and {aT,} such 
that to <_ an < cn < br, and (4.6) holds with a, b, c replaced by an, b~, Cn, then every solution 
of (1.1) is oscillatory. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold. If 
limsup f_ H(s,1)¢(s) - r(s)v(s) h , ( s , l ) -  _-i7~ ~ ds > O, 
t -+  oo  J l 
and 
Xim: pSt + 
for some H C X, 6 e CI( I, ]~+ ), and for each l >_ to, where v( t ) and ¢(t) are defined in Lemma 4.1, 
then every solution of (i.I) is oscillatory. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold. If for each T k to there exist H C Xo, 5 6 
Cl([t0, oo),•+), and a,c e ]~ such that T < a < e, and 
H(s -a ) [¢ (s )+¢(2e-s ) ]ds> ~ [ r ( s )v (s )+r (2e-s )v (2c -s ) ]h2(s -a )ds  
/J 1 [v(2e - s)p(2e - s) - v(s)p(s)]h(s - e )v / -~  - a) ds 2# 
~c v(2c_ s)p2(2c_ s) ] 1 [ v(s)p2(s) + g(s  - a) ds, 
+C, [  (2c-s) 
where v(t) and eft) are defined in Lemma 4.1, then every solution of (1.1) is oscillatory. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold. Then, every solution of (1.1) is oscillatory 
provided for each l > to and for some A > 1 there exists a function 5 E C 1(I, R +) such that the 
following two inequalities hold: 
1 ' [ p(sl 2] 
limsup ~ fz ( s - l )  ~ ¢(s ) -  ~---fir(s)v(s)((s--l) r (s ) ]  J ds>O, 
and 
1 ( t - s )  ~ ¢(s ) -  r(s)v(s) ~+r(s )  j J ds>O, litmsup 
where v(t) and eft) are defined in Lemma 4.1. 
For the case when the function fl(Y) has no continuous derivative, i.e., f l(y) satisfies (H3'), 
we need the following condition: 
q(t) >_ O, for t > to. (4.7) 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3'), and (4.7) hold, and let y be a solution of (1.1) 
such that y(t) > 0 on [c,b). For any 5 6 C1(1,]~ +) let 
u(t) = v(t)r(t) f y'(t) } [ + 5(t) , (4.8) 
on [c, b). Then, for any H C X, 
H(b, s)¢(s) < H(b, c)u(c) + -~ r(s)v(s) h2 (b, s) + ds, (4.9) 
C 
where v(t) ---- exp(--2 f t  5(s) ds) and 
eft) = v(t) [#oq(t) - kocoh(t) - p(t)d(t) + r(t)52(t) - (r(t)6(t) '] . 
PROOF. From (1.1), (4.8), (H2), and (H3'), we have for s e [e, b), 
v(t~ v(t) 1 2 
u'(t) < -25(t)u(t) + - , ,-v~P(t'y(t)'y'(t)) - - , ,Y~Q(t'y(t)) r(t~(t) u (t) 
(4.10) 
p(t) u(t) + v(t)p(t)5(t) + 25(t)u(t) - r(t)v(t)52(t) + v(t)[r(t)5(t)]', 
and hence, 
p(t) . .  
u'(t) + eft) + u2(t) + ~(t) u(t) < O. (4.11) 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1. | 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let Assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3'), and (4.7) hold, and let y be a solution of (1.1) 
SUCh that y(t) ) 0 011 (a,c]. For any ~ • C1(/,]~ +) let u(t) be defined by (4.8) on (a,e]. Then, 
for any H • X, 
H(s, a)¢(s) < -H(c,  a)u(c) + 7 
where v(t) and ¢(t) are defined in Lemma 4.3. 
The following results are similar to those established in Section 3. 
THEOREM 4.5. Assume that (H1), (H2), (H3'), and (4.7) hold and for some c • (a, b) and for 
some H • X, 5 • CI ( / ,R+) ,  
Z~(c,~) H(s,~)¢(s) ds + g(b,c-----) H@, s)¢(s) ds 
ff [ p(s) 1 r(s)v(s) hl(s,a)-  ~(s)~]  ds 
-> 4H(e, a) 
1 f / ~ ds, ' +4H@,c------~ ~(s)~(s) h~(b,s) +~ 
(4.12) 
where v(t) and ¢(t) are defined in Lemma 4.3. Then, every solution of (1.1) has at least one zero 
in (a, b). 
THEOREM 4.6. Assume that (HI), (H2), (H3'), and (4.7) hold. If  for each T ~ t o there exist 
H • X, 6 • e l ( I ,  R+), and increasing divergent sequences of positive numbers {an}, {b~}, {an} 
such that to <_ am < an < b~ and (4.12) hoids with a, b, e replaced by am, b~, an, then every 
solution of (1.1) is oscillatory. 
THEOREM 4.7. Assume that (H1), (H2), (H3'), and (4.7) hold. If 
and 
lim2uv f g(t,s)¢(s) - ~(s)~(s) h2(t, s) + ~ ds > o, 
for some H • X, 5 • C 1 (I, ]~+ ), and for each I >_ to, where v (t) and ¢(t) are defined in Lemma 4.3, 
then every solution of (1.1) is oscillatory. 
THEOREM 4.8. Assume that (H1), (H2), (H3'), and (4.7) hold. I f  for each T > to there exist 
H • )Co, 5 • Cl([to, c~),R+), and a ,c  • R such that T < a < e and 
L~ 1 f ~ 
H(s  - a)[¢(s) + ¢(2e - s)] as > ~ [r(s)v(s) + r(2e - s)v(2e - s)]h2(s - a) as 
/; 1 [v(2c - s)p(2c - s) - v(s)p(s)]h(s - a )x / -~ - a) ds 2 
where v(t) and ¢(t) are defined in Lemma 4.3, then every solution of (1.I) is oscillatory. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Assume that (H1), (H2), (H3'), and (4.7) hold. Then, every solution of (1.1) 
is oseillatory provided t'or each l >_ to and for some A > 1 there exists a function 5 E C I ( I ,R  +) 
such that the following two inequaBties hold: 
; [ 1 (s -  l) )' ¢(s) - r(s)v(s) ( s - l )  r(s) ds > 0, litmsup t-yE-f_ 1
and 
limsuPt_c~ ltx_, fl ( t - s )  ;~ ¢(s ) - l r ( s )v (s ) ( ( t~_s )  +r(s ) , ]  J ds>O, 
where v(t) and ¢(t) are deaned in Lemma 4.3. 
5. TWO EXAMPLES 
In this section, we shall illustrate two examples which dwell upon the importance of our oscil- 
lation criteria. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the nonlinear differential equation with the damping term 
(r(t)y'(t))' + p(t)y'(t) + q(t) (y(t) + yS(t)) = 0, (5.1) 
where 
2 ( t -  3n), 3n < t < 3n ÷ 1, 
q(t)= 2( - t+3n+2) ,  3n+l<t<3n+2,  
-n ,  3n + 2 < t < 3n + 3, 
n E No = {0, 1 , . . .} ,  p(t) = -1 ,  and r(t) = 1 + sin 2t. For any T _> 0, there exists n c No such 
that 3n > T. Let a = 3n, c = 3n + 1, and v(t) = 1. Let H(t - s) = (t - s) 2, so that h(t - s) = 2. 
Since f~(y) = 1 + 3y 2 _> 1 = #, we have 
fa c [3n+l  








4---~ It(s) + r(2c - s)]h2(s - a) ds - ~ [p(s) - p(2c - s)]h(s - a )~ - a) ds 
+~ LT~ + --~-~) r(2e - 
- -4#j3"  [r(s)+r(2c-s) lh2(s-3n)ds+-4-~## j3~ r -~  + r (2c - - s )  ( s -3n)  2ds 
_ f3n+l  1 [2 + sin2s + sin2(6n + 2 -  s)] ds 
-- J3n 
1F1 [ 1 , ] 
+4j3 ,  1+s in  2s + l+s in2(6n+2-s )  ( s -3n)  2ds 
1/~+~ i f  ~+~ - 4ds+-~ (s_3n)2ds= 7 4 
<- 4 J3,~ J3,~ -6 < -~' 
Clearly, (2.12) holds and hence every solution of (5.1) is oscillatory follows by Theorem 2.4. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider the nonlinear perturbed ifferential equation 
3y(t) 
((1 + sint)y'(t)) '  - y'(t) + q(t) (y(t) + yS(t)) = 1 + (y'(t)) 2' (5.2) 
where 
3( t -3n+l ) ,  3n<t<3n+l ,  
q(t)-- 3( - t+3n+3) ,  3n+l<t<_3n÷2,  
-n+3,  3n+2 < t < 3n+3,  
n E N0 = {0, 1,... }. Similar to Example 1 we find that every solution of (5.2) is oscillatory. 
Note that in the above equations, f0 °° q(s) = -co  and q(t) is not continuous on [0, co). There- 
fore, none of the known criteria due to [7,16,19-21,24,29] can be employed. 
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